
 
 

SANLUCAR AND STAR CHEF ROLF STRAUBINGER AT THE GALA 
NIGHT OF THE TOP GASTRONOMY 

 
 SanLucar has presented its high-quality fruits and vegetables to the 

representatives of haute cuisine at the "Nacht der Sterne’18” (Night of the 
Stars) 
 

(Valencia, Spain – 6th February 2018).  As a premium brand for fruit and vegetables, 
SanLucar could not have missed one of the most important events of top gastronomy in 
Europe: Last night, the 
international company has taken 
part in the "Nacht der Sterne" (05 
February, 2018), the grand gala for 
top cuisine. 
 
The event took place at the 
Mercedes-Benz Museum in 
Stuttgart yesterday. Approximately 
900 guests from the gastronomy, 
hotel industry, politics and 
economy as well as 150 star chefs 
of German speaking countries came 
together. Among them, as official 
partner of the event, was the 
German star chef Rolf Straubinger of the prestigious restaurant Burg Staufeneck 
(Salach), which was awarded a Michelin star. Together with his team, he cooked live for 
the guests and delighted them with culinary delights. 

 
SanLucar brought a particularly fruity and aromatic note to the event. Since January 

2017, there has been a cooperation between the 
company and Rolf Straubinger: The premium brand´s 
fruits and vegetables are part of his creations, 
convincing even the most discerning gourmets.  
 
At the "Nacht der Sterne 2018” - where the Hornstein 
ranking of the best restaurants in Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland and South Tyrol was announced - 
SanLucar was represented with a booth. In this way, 
experts from the world of top gastronomy were able 
to know more about SanLucar products. 
 
 
 
 

 

 SanLucar´s booth at the “Nacht der Sterne’18” 

SanLucar Opal® apple in a creation by 
Straubinger for the guests of the event 



 
 

About SanLucar 
SanLucar, the premium brand for fruit and vegetables, is a globally positioned enterprise 
with subsidiaries in Germany, Austria, Spain, Tunisia, South Africa, Ecuador and Benelux. 
In 1993, the Munich Stephan Rötzer founded the company and employs more than 
2,500 people today, the majority of them on the company's own farms on three 
continents. With a range of about 90 fruit and vegetable products from more than 35 
countries, SanLucar is the brand with the broadest assortment in the retail trade. In line 
with the philosophy of "Taste in harmony with man and nature", SanLucar is a 
responsible player on the global fruit and vegetable market and is currently expanding 
into the Gulf States, Russia, China and Canada. 
 

If you wish to receive more information, please do not hesitate to contact us: 
 
Sonia Gabarda 
Press Department SanLucar Fruit 
sonia.gabarda@sanlucar.com 
Tel. (+34) 96142 40 40. Extension 2410 


